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Falke 90 nr. 58
April 21 2015 at 12:24 PM

Tom  (Login Tomyum72)

Hello, 
 

i am from Germany and i got a Falke 90 from my Grandfather, not knowing what it was until i stumbled on this forum here. Allways proud i got something from him, now even prouder . 
 

Its Nr. 58 and everything is working fine. 
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  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

Dave
 (Login barts101)

Nice 90 April 21 2015, 4:38 PM 

Hi there 
 

It looks like a nice example, I'm sure you enjoy shooting it. 
 

It has the original rear sight, superb. 
 

What calibre is it. .177 or .22. 
 

Regards 
 

Dave 
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Tom
 (Login Tomyum72)

Re: Nice 90 April 21 2015, 6:27 PM 

Hi Dave, 
 

yes , its a great Rifle. Funny thing is that i am 60 km away from the Company where it was manufactured. I dont know the calibre in english, guess its 22 , right? 
 

Best regards, 
 Tom
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Dave
 (Login barts101)

Falke co April 21 2015, 8:10 PM 

Hi tom 
 

A 22, my falke 80 in 22 is a very accurate rifle, interesting that you not too far from the falke factory. 
 

Your rifle didn't travel far, just down the road. 
 

I wonder whats in the old factory's location now. 
 

Cheers 
 

Dave

 
  Respond to this message   

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Dave, there is quite a bit of information April 21 2015, 11:50 PM 

about the factory on this very forum! 
 

Take a look at these threads: 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642126/thread/1355864296/last-1355864296/Falke+factory+background+-+and+why+it+was+short-lived 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642126/thread/1359725263/last-1359725263/F%C3%B6hrenbach+GmbH+stalls+at+Hannover%27s+expo+1948-52 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642126/thread/1365279325/last-1365279325/More+Falke+factory+history 
 

...and for info about the factory site today, including pics and even a video of it, see: 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642125/thread/1356124947/Follow+up+to+Volker%27s+revelations 
 

Tom, if you can use any of your local knowledge to add to this information, Falke owners around the world will be very grateful to you! 
 

My enduring hope is that we will find someone (now rather old) who worked at the Falke factory, who can explain more about the production. Volker has spoken to the son of the Falke founder, Herr Föhrenbach, but the gentleman has proved rather elusive when it comes to supplying such details as a photograph of the
great man.
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Tom
 (Login Tomyum72)

Re: Dave, there is quite a bit of information April 22 2015, 7:20 AM 

Hello Dave and Garvin, 
 

sure, if there is anything i can find out about the factory or people who worked there, i will share it with you . 
 I got this Rifle about a week ago and it was very rusty, i helped my Grandfather in the Garden and he gave it to me. 

 Who knows , maybe we find someone who worked there in the factory.
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Thanks, Tom. n/t April 22 2015, 2:39 PM 
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